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Abstract
W. Specht (1940) proved that two n × n complex matrices A and
B are unitarily similar if and only if tracew(A,A˚) = tracew(B,B˚)
for every word w(x, y) in two noncommuting variables. We extend
his criterion and its generalizations by N.A. Wiegmann (1961) and N.
Jing (2015) to an arbitrary system A consisting of complex or real
inner product spaces and linear mappings among them. We represent
such a system by the directed graph Q(A), whose vertices are inner
product spaces and arrows are linear mappings. Denote by Q̃(A)
the directed graph obtained by enlarging to Q(A) the adjoint linear
mappings. We prove that a system A is transformed by isometries of
its spaces to a system B if and only if the traces of all closed directed
walks in Q̃(A) and Q̃(B) coincide.
AMS classification: 15A21; 15A63; 16G20; 47A67
Keywords: Specht’s criterion; Unitary similarity; Unitary and Eu-
clidean representations of quivers
1 Introduction
Each system of complex inner product spaces and linear mappings among
them can be represented by a directed graph, in which the vertices are inner
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product spaces and the arrows are linear mappings. We reduce the problem
of classifying such systems to the problem of classifying complex matrices
up to unitary similarity, apply Specht’s criterion for unitary similarity of
complex matrices, and obtain a generalization of the following criteria:
Specht’s criterion for unitary similarity ([19]; see also [8, Theorem
2.2.6], [9], [10, Theorem 6.3], and [14]). Two n×n complex matrices A
and B are unitarily similar if and only if
tracew(A,A˚) = tracew(B,B˚) (1)
for every word w(x, y) in two noncommuting variables.
Wiegmann’s criterion for simultaneous unitary similarity ([20]; see
also [18, Theorem 6.2]). Let (A1, . . . ,Ak) and (B1, . . . ,Bk) be two k-
tuples of n×n complex matrices. There exists a unitary matrix U such
that (U−1A1U, . . . ,U−1AkU) = (B1, . . . ,Bk) if and only if
tracew(A1,A˚1 , . . . ,Ak,A˚k) = tracew(B1,B˚1 , . . . ,Bk,B˚k ) (2)
for every word w(x1, y1, . . . , xk, yk) in 2k noncommuting variables.
Jing’s criterion for simultaneous unitary equivalence ([9]). Let(A1, . . . ,Ak) and (B1, . . . ,Bk) be two k-tuples of m × n com-
plex matrices. There exist unitary matrices U and V such that(UA1V, . . . ,UAkV ) = (B1, . . . ,Bk) if and only if
tracew(A˚1A1, . . . ,A˚iAj , . . . ,A˚kAk)= tracew(B˚1B1, . . . ,B˚i Bj , . . . ,B˚kBk) (3)
for every word w(x11, . . . , xij , . . . , xkk) in k2 noncommuting variables.
Complex n × n matrices A and B are unitarily similar if B = U−1AU for
some unitary matrix U ; they are complex orthogonally similar if B = S−1AS
for some complex matrix S such that STS = In. Real n×n matrices A and B
are real orthogonally similar if B = S−1AS for some real matrix S such that
STS = In.
Pearcy [14] (see also [10, Section 2-6] and [8, Section 2.2]) noticed that
Specht’s criterion also holds for real matrices with respect to real orthogonal
similarity. Jing [9] proved that his, Specht’s, and Wiegmann’s criteria hold
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for real matrices with respect to real orthogonal similarity (real orthogonal
equivalence in Jing’s criterion) and for complex matrices with respect to
complex orthogonal similarity (equivalence) if transposed matrices are used
instead of conjugate transposed matrices in (1)–(3).
Specht’s criterion requires infinitely many tests. Pearcy [14, Theorem 1]
proved that it suffices to verify the condition (1) for all words of length at
most 2n2. Laffey [11] showed that it is sufficient to verify (1) for all words of
length at most the smallest integer that is greater than or equal to (2n2+4)/3,
and hence for all words of length at most n2. A better bound
− 2 + n
2
+ n ⋅
√
2n2
n − 1
+
1
4
(4)
on the sufficient word length was given by Pappacena [13]; see also [8, The-
orem 2.2.8].
Two alternative approaches to the problem of unitary similarity involve
different ideas:
• Arveson [1, Theorems 2 and 3] (see also [3, 4, 5]) proved that if A,B ∈
Cn×n and A is not unitarily similar to a direct sum of square matrices
of smaller sizes, then A and B are unitarily similar if and only if
∥X ⊗ In + Y ⊗A∥ = ∥X ⊗ In + Y ⊗B∥
for all X,Y ∈ Cn×n. Here, ∥M∥ is the spectral norm (largest singular
value) of M .
• Littlewood [12] (see also [18]) constructed an algorithm that reduces
each square complex matrix A by unitary similarity transformations to
a “canonical” matrix Acan in such a way that A and B are unitarily
similar if and only if Acan = Bcan. Littlewood’s algorithm was extended
in [16, 17] to unitary representations of a quiver.
2 Representations and ☆unitary representa-
tions of a quiver
2.1 Representations of a quiver
Classification problems for systems of linear mappings can be formulated in
terms of quivers and their representations introduced by P. Gabriel in [6].
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A quiver is a directed graph (loops and multiple arrows are allowed); we
suppose that its vertices are 1, . . . , t. Its representation A = (Aα,Uv) over a
field F is given by assigning to each vertex v a vector space Uv over F and to
each arrow α ∶ u Ð→ v a linear mapping Aα ∶ Uu → Uv. The vector
dimA ∶= (dimU1, . . . ,dimUt) (5)
is the dimension of the representation A.
For example, each representation
A ∶
U1
U2Aγ <<
Aα
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦ Aδ //
Aε
// U3
Aβ
``❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
Aζbb
(6)
of the quiver
1
2γ 99
α
@@✁✁✁✁✁✁✁ δ //
ε
// 3
β
^^❂❂❂❂❂❂❂
ζee
(7)
consists of vector spaces U1, U2, U3 and linear mappings Aα, Aβ, Aγ, Aδ, Aε,
Aζ .
An oriented cycle π of length ℓ ⩾ 1 in a quiver Q is a sequence of arrows
of the form
π ∶ v1
αℓ
::oo
α1
v2 oo
α2
⋯ vℓ
αℓ−1oo (8)
in which some of the vertices v1, v2, . . . , vℓ and some of the arrows α1, . . . , αℓ
may coincide; see [15, Section 2.1]. Thus, an oriented cycle is a closed directed
walk, in which vertices and arrows may repeat.
For each representation A of Q and any cycle (8), define the cycle of linear
mappings
A(π) ∶ Uv1
Aαℓ
88
oo
Aα1
Uv2
oo
Aα2
⋯ Uvℓ
Aαℓ−1oo
on (8). Write
traceA(π) ∶= trace (Aα1Aα2⋯Aαℓ) ;
this number does not depend on the choice of the initial vertex v1 in the cycle
since the trace is invariant under cyclic permutations:
trace(Aα1Aα2⋯Aαℓ) = trace(AαℓAα1⋯Aαℓ−1) = trace(Aαℓ−1Aαℓ⋯Aαℓ−2) = ⋯
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2.2 ☆Unitary representations of a quiver
We extend Specht’s criterion to systems of linear mappings on complex inner
product spaces. A complex inner product space (also called a Hermitian
space, a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, or a unitary space) is a complex
vector space with scalar product given by a positive definite Hermitian form.
We also extend Specht’s criterion to systems of linear mappings on complex
Euclidean spaces, which are complex vector spaces with scalar product given
by a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form.
For convenience in studying the respective spaces simultaneously, a com-
plex inner product space is called a ˚unitary space, and a complex Euclidean
space is called a ⊺unitary space.
Let ☆ ∈ {⊺,˚}. For each linear mapping A ∶ U → V between ☆unitary
spaces U and V, we define the adjoint mapping A☆ ∶ V → U via
(Ax, y) = (x,A☆y) for all x ∈ U and y ∈ V. (9)
The following definition generalizes the definition of unitary representa-
tions of quivers given in [16, 17].
Definition 1. Let Q be a quiver with vertices 1, . . . , t, and let☆∈ {⊺,˚} be
fixed.
• A ☆unitary representation A = (Aα,Uv) of Q is given by assigning to
each vertex v a ☆unitary space Uv and to each arrow α ∶ uÐ→ v a linear
mapping Aα ∶ Uu → Uv.
• Two ☆unitary representations A = (Aα,Uv) and B = (Bα,Vv) of Q are
isometric if there exists a family of isometries (linear bijections that
preserve the scalar products) ϕ1 ∶ U1 → V1, . . . , ϕt ∶ Ut → Vt such that
the diagram
Uu
Aα //
ϕu

Uv
ϕv

Vu
Bα // Vv
(10)
is commutative (ϕvAα = Bαϕu) for each arrow α ∶ u Ð→ v.
For example, the problem of classifying ☆unitary representations of the
quiver (7) is the problem of classifying systems (6) consisting of ☆unitary
spaces U1, U2, U3 and linear mappings Aα, Aβ, . . . , Aζ.
It is customary to omit the asterisk in the terms “˚unitary space” and
“˚unitary representation”.
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3 The main theorem and its corollaries
3.1 The main theorem
For each quiver Q, denote by Q̃ the quiver with double the number of arrows
obtained by attaching to Q the arrows α⋆ ∶ v Ð→ u for all arrows α ∶ u Ð→ v
of Q. For example, if Q is the quiver (7), then Q̃ is
1
2
γ
--
γ⋆
MM
δ //
ε
//
uu
δ⋆

α⋆
α
??               
ε⋆
ii 3

β⋆
β
__❃❃❃❃❃❃❃❃❃❃❃❃❃❃❃
ζ
qq
ζ⋆
QQ
For each ☆unitary representation A of Q, we define the☆unitary represen-
tation Ã of Q̃ that coincides with A on Q ⊂ Q̃ and that assigns to each new
arrow α⋆ ∶ v Ð→ u the mapping Ãα⋆ ∶= A☆α ∶ Uv → Uu, which is the adjoint of
Aα ∶ Uu → Uv (see (9)).
The main result of the article is the following theorem, which is proved
in Section 4.
Theorem 1. Let ☆∈ {⊺,˚}.
(a) Two ☆unitary representations A and B of a quiver Q are isometric if
and only if
trace Ã(π) = trace B̃(π) (11)
for each oriented cycle π in the quiver Q̃.
(b) It suffices to verify (11) for all cycles π of length at most
ϕ((r + 2)(d1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + dt)), (12)
in which (d1, . . . , dt) is the dimension of the representations A and B(see (5)), ϕ(n) is any bound for the sufficient word length in Specht’s
criterion (for example, ϕ(n) is n2 or Pappacena’s bound (4)), and r is
the minimal natural number such that
r(r + 1)
2
⩾ max{mij ∣ i and j are vertices of Q}, (13)
in which mij is the number of arrows from j to i in Q.
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3.2 The main theorem in matrix form
We say that a square complex matrix A is ☆unitary (☆ ∈ {⊺,˚}) if A☆A =
I. Thus, ⊺unitary matrices are complex orthogonal matrices and ˚unitary
matrices are unitary matrices.
A basis of a ☆unitary space U is orthonormal if the scalar product in this
basis is given by the identity matrix. The change of basis matrix from an
orthonormal basis to an orthonormal basis is a ☆unitary matrix. If [x] is the
coordinate vector of x ∈ U in an orthonormal basis, then (x, y) = [x]☆[y] for
all x, y ∈ U . If A ∶ U → V is a linear mapping between complex inner ☆product
spaces and A is its matrix in some orthonormal bases of U and V, then A☆
is the matrix of the adjoint mapping A☆ ∶ V → U (see (9)).
Each ☆unitary representation A in (6) can be given by the sequence A =
(Aα, Aβ, . . . , Aζ) of matrices of the linear mappings Aα, Aβ, . . . , Aζ in some
orthonormal bases of the spaces U1, U2, U3. The representation A in other
orthonormal bases is given by the sequence
(U−11 AαU2, U−11 AβU3, U−12 AγU2, U−13 AδU2, U−13 AεU2, U−13 AζU3) (14)
in which U1, U2, U3 are the change of basis matrices; they are arbitrary
☆unitary matrices of suitable sizes. Thus, the problem of classifying ☆unitary
representations of the quiver (7) reduces to the problem of classifying ma-
trix sequences (Aα, . . . , Aζ) up to transformations of the form (14). This
example leads to the following definition.
Definition 2. Let☆∈ {⊺,˚} and let Q be a quiver with vertices 1, . . . , t.
• A complex matrix representation A of dimension (d1, . . . , dt) of Q is
given by assigning to each arrow α ∶ u Ð→ v a complex matrix Aα of
size dv × du (we take di ∶= 0 if the vertex i does not have arrows).
• Two complex matrix representations A and B of Q are ☆unitarily iso-
metric if there exist ☆unitary matrices U1, . . . , Ut such that
Bα = U−1v AαUu for every arrow α ∶ u Ð→ v. (15)
For example, two complex matrix representations
d1
d2Aγ ==
Aα
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦ Aδ //
Aε
// d3
Aβ
__❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
Aζaa
d1
d2Bγ ==
Bα
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦ Bδ //
Bε
// d3
Bβ
__❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
Bζaa
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of the quiver (7) are ☆unitarily isometric if and only if B = (Bα, . . . ,Bζ) is of
the form (14).
The principle formalized in the following obvious lemma reduces the prob-
lem of classifying ☆unitary representations up to isometry to the problem of
classifying complex matrix representations up to ☆unitary isometry.
Lemma 1. Let A and B be two ☆unitary representations of a quiver. Choos-
ing orthonormal bases in their spaces, we get two complex matrix represen-
tations A and B. Then A and B are isometric if and only if A and B are
☆unitarily isometric.
For each oriented cycle (8) in a quiver Q and each complex matrix rep-
resentation A of Q, we write A(π) ∶= Aα1Aα2⋯Aαℓ . The following theorem is
equivalent to Theorem 1 due to Lemma 1.
Theorem 2. Let ☆∈ {⊺,˚}.
(a) Two complex matrix representations A and B of a quiver Q are
☆unitarily isometric if and only if
trace Ã(π) = trace B̃(π) (16)
for each oriented cycle π in the quiver Q̃.
(b) It suffices to verify (16) for all cycles π of length at most (12).
3.3 Corollaries
A Euclidean representation A = (Aα,Uv) of a quiver Q is defined in [17] as a
list of Euclidean spaces Uv assigned to all vertices v and linear mappings Aα ∶
Uu → Uv assigned to all arrows α ∶ u Ð→ v. Two Euclidean representations
A = (Aα,Uv) and B = (Bα,Vv) of Q are isometric if there exists a family
of isometries ϕ1 ∶ U1 → V1, . . . , ϕt ∶ Ut → Vt such that the diagram (10) is
commutative for each arrow α ∶ u Ð→ v.
We say that a matrix representation A of Q is real if all its matrices are
real. Two real matrix representations A and B are real orthogonally isometric
if there exist real orthogonal matrices U1, . . . , Ut such that (15) holds.
Corollary 1. (a) Two Euclidian representations A and B of a quiver Q
are isometric if and only if trace Ã(π) = trace B̃(π) for each oriented
cycle π in the quiver Q̃.
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(b) Two real matrix representations A and B of a quiver Q are isometric
if and only if trace Ã(π) = trace B̃(π) for each oriented cycle π in the
quiver Q̃.
(c) It suffices to verify the equalities in (a) and (b) for all cycles π of length
at most (12).
Proof. Let A and B be two Euclidean representations of a quiver. Choosing
orthonormal bases in their spaces, we get two real matrix representations A
and B. Then A and B are isometric if and only if A and B are orthogo-
nally isometric, and so (a) follows from (b). The statement (b) follows from
Theorem 2 due to the following statement proved in [17, Theorem 4.1(a)]:
two real matrix representations of a quiver are real orthogonally
isometric if and only if they are unitarily isometric.
(In particular, two lists of real matrices are simultaneously real orthogonally
similar if and only if they are simultaneously unitarily similar; see [10, The-
orem 65] or [8, Theorem 2.5.21].)
Corollary 2. Applying Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 to complex and real ma-
trix representations of the quivers
r bb r qq

11
⋅⋅⋅
r
!! ((==⋮
r
we get Specht’s, Wiegmann’s, and Jing’s criteria (see the beginning of Section
1).
Applying Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 to complex and real matrix
representations of the quiver
1
2
r
00
22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡
00
⋮
k
with k ⩾ 1, we obtain the following criterion.
Corollary 3. (a) Let A1, . . . ,Ak and B1, . . . ,Bk (k ⩾ 1) be complex ma-
trices with m rows. Suppose that Ai and Bi have ni columns, i =
1,2, . . . , k. Then there exist unitary matrices U,V1, . . . , Vk such that
(UA1V1, . . . , UAkVk) = (B1, . . . ,Bk)
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if and only if
tracew(A˚1A1, . . . ,A˚kAk) = tracew(B˚1B1, . . . ,B˚kBk) (17)
for every word w(x1, . . . , xk) in noncommuting variables.
(b) Let A1, . . . ,Ak and B1, . . . ,Bk (k ⩾ 1) be real (respectively, complex)
matrices with m rows. Suppose that Ai and Bi have ni columns,
i = 1,2, . . . , k. Then there exist real orthogonal (respectively, complex
orthogonal) matrices U,V1, . . . , Vk such that
(UA1V1, . . . , UAkVk) = (B1, . . . ,Bk)
if and only if
tracew(A⊺
1
A1, . . . ,A
⊺
kAk) = tracew(B⊺1B1, . . . ,B⊺kBk) (18)
for every word w(x1, . . . , xk) in noncommuting variables.
(c) It suffices to verify (17) and (18) for all words of length at most ϕ(3(m+
n1+⋅ ⋅ ⋅+nk)), in which ϕ(n) is any bound for the sufficient word length
in Specht’s criterion (see Theorem 1(b)).
Denote by Qt the complete quiver with vertices 1,2, . . . , t; that is, the
quiver in which each vertex has exactly one loop and every pair of distinct
vertices is connected by a pair of arrows (one in each direction). For example,
Q1 ∶ r bb Q2 ∶ r"" ee %% r bb Q3 ∶
r

r
"" yy
99
ii )) r bb

SS
Applying Theorem 1 to representations of Qt, we get the following criterion.
Corollary 4. Let
A = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A11 ⋯ A1t
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
At1 ⋯ Att
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, B = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
B11 ⋯ B1t
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
Bt1 ⋯ Btt
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
be conformally partitioned m ×m complex matrices, in which all diagonal
blocks are square. Let ☆ ∈ {⊺,˚} be fixed. The following statements are
equivalent:
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(i) U−1AU = B, in which U = U1 ⊕ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⊕Ut and each Ui is ☆unitary and the
same size as Aii.
(ii) The equality
trace(A(ε1)i1i2 A
(ε2)
i2i3
⋯A
(εℓ−1)
iℓ−1iℓ
A
(εℓ)
iℓi1
) = trace(B(ε1)i1i2 B(ε2)i2i3 ⋯B(εℓ−1)iℓ−1iℓ B(εℓ)iℓi1 ) (19)
with
A
(ε)
ij ∶= ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Aij if ε = 1,
Aεji if ε ≠ 1, B(ε)ij ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Bij if ε = 1,
Bεji if ε ≠ 1 (20)
holds for all ε1, . . . , εℓ ∈ {1,☆}, all i1, . . . , iℓ ∈ {1, . . . , t}, and every nat-
ural number ℓ.
(iii) The equality (19) holds for all ε1, . . . , εℓ ∈ {1,☆}, all i1, . . . , iℓ ∈
{1, . . . , t}, and all ℓ ⩽ ϕ(3m), in which m ×m is the size of A and
B, and ϕ(n) is any bound for the sufficient word length in Specht’s
criterion (see Theorem 1(b)).
4 Proof of Theorems 1 and 2
It suffices to prove Theorem 2 since it is equivalent to Theorem 1.
To prove Theorem 2, we reduce the problem of classifying complex matrix
representations of a quiver up to ☆unitary isometry to the problem of clas-
sifying complex matrices up to ☆unitary similarity. We then apply Specht’s
criterion for matrices under unitary similarity and its generalization by Jing
[9] to matrices under complex orthogonal similarity.
4.1 From matrix representations of a quiver up to
☆unitary isometry to matrices up to ☆unitary simi-
larity
Let☆∈ {⊺,˚}. For each quiver Q and its complex matrix representation A,
we construct a square complex matrix MQ(A) such that
matrix representations A and B are ☆unitarily isometric
⇐⇒ MQ(A) and MQ(B) are ☆unitarily similar. (21)
Examples of MQ(A) are given in [16] and [17, Section 2.3], in which Lit-
tlewood’s algorithm for reducing complex matrices to canonical form under
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unitary similarity is extended to unitary representations of quivers. An anal-
ogous construction was used in [7, Lemma 2] to reduce the problem of clas-
sifying (p+q)-tuples of complex n×n matrices (A1, . . . ,Ap;B1, . . . ,Bq) up to
transformations
(U−1A1U, . . . ,U−1ApU ; U⊺B1U, . . . ,U⊺BqU), U is unitary
to the problem of classifying square matrices up to unitary similarity.
4.1.1 An example
Let A = (Aα, . . . ,Aζ) be a complex matrix representation of the quiver (6).
Define the matrix
M(A) ∶=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
I 0 0 0 0 Aα Aβ
0 2I 0 I 0 Aγ 0
0 0 3I 0 I Aδ Aζ
0 0 0 4I 0 I 0
0 0 0 0 5I Aε I
0 0 0 0 0 6I 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 7I
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (22)
For each complex matrix representation B = (Bα, . . . ,Bζ) of Q of the same
dimension as A, we replace the blocks Aα, . . . ,Aζ of M(A) with Bα, . . . ,Bζ
and denote the matrix obtained by M(B). Let us prove that (21) holds with
M(A) and M(B) instead of MQ(A) and MQ(B).
Ô⇒. Let A and B be ☆unitarily isometric. Then B is represented in the
form (14), in which U1, U2, U3 are ☆unitary matrices. Writing
U = diag(U1, U2, U3, U2, U3, U2, U3), (23)
we obtain
U−1M(A)U =
U1 U2 U3 U2 U3 U2 U3
U−1
1
I Aα Aβ
U−1
2
2I I Aγ
U−1
3
3I I Aδ Aζ
U−1
2
4I I
U−1
3
5I Aε I
U−1
2
6I
U−1
3
7I
=M(B). (24)
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⇐Ô. Let M(A) and M(B) be ☆unitarily similar; that is, M(A)U =
UM(B) with ☆unitary U . Partition U = [Uij] conformally to M(A). Equat-
ing the blocks of M(A)U and UM(B) along the block diagonals starting
from the lower left corner, we find that U is upper block triangular. Since U
is☆unitary, it is block diagonal. Equating the blocks of M(A)U and UM(B)
at the places of I’s in (22), we find that U has the form (23). By (24),
Aα,Aβ , . . . ,Aζ are transformed as in (14), which proves (21).
4.1.2 The general case
Definition 3. Let Q be a quiver with vertices 1, . . . , t. For each pair of
vertices (i, j), let
αij∶1, αij∶2, . . . , αij∶mij ∶ j Ð→ i (25)
be all the arrows from j to i (the number mij is called the multiplicity of
j Ð→ i). Let r be the minimal natural number such that r(r+1)/2 ⩾ maxmij
(see (13)). Define the (r + 2)t × (r + 2)t partitioned matrix
MQ(x) ∶=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D1 It X1 X2 X3 . . . Xr
D2 It Xr+1 Xr+2 . . . X2r−1
D3 It X2r . . . X3r−3
⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋮
Dr It X r(r+1)
2
Dr+1 It
0 Dr+2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (26)
in which all blocks are t × t,
D1 ∶= diag(1,2, . . . , t), D2 ∶= diag(t + 1, t + 2, . . . ,2t), . . . ,
(thus, the main diagonal of MQ(x) is (1,2,3, . . . , (r + 2)t)) and
Xξ ∶=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x11∶ξ . . . x1t∶ξ
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
xt1∶ξ . . . xtt∶ξ
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, xij∶ξ ∶= 0 if ξ >mij .
Thus, MQ(x) depends on parameters
xij∶1, xij∶2, . . . , xij∶mij (i, j = 1, . . . , t), (27)
which correspond to the arrows (25).
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Example 1. If Q is the quiver (7), then
MQ(x) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1
2
3
1
1
1
X1 X2
0
4
5
6
1
1
1
0
0 0
7
8
9
1
1
1
0 0 0
10
11
12
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (28)
in which
X1 ∶=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 xα xβ
0 xγ 0
0 xδ xζ
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, X2 ∶=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 xε 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
Lemma 2. Let Q be a quiver with vertices 1, . . . , t and arrows (25), and let
MQ(x) be the parameter matrix (26). For each complex matrix representation
A of Q, denote by MQ(A) the block matrix obtained from MQ(x) by replacing
the parameters (27) with
Aαij∶1 , Aαij∶2 , . . . , Aαij∶mij ,
replacing each other nonzero entry a with the scalar block aI, and replacing
the zero entries with the zero blocks of suitable sizes. ThenMQ(A) is correctly
constructed and (21) holds.
4.1.3 Proof of Lemma 2
Let A be a complex matrix representation of dimension (d1, . . . , dt) of Q.
Substituting it into (26), we get the block matrix
MQ(A) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
D̂1 Îd Â1 . . . Âr
D̂2 Îd ⋱ ⋮
D̂3 ⋱ Â r(r+1)
2
⋱ Îd
0 D̂r+2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (29)
in which d ∶= d1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + dt, each t × t block of (26) becomes a d × d block that
is partitioned into t horizontal strips of sizes d1, . . . , dt and t vertical strips
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of the same sizes; namely,
Îd = diag(Id1 , Id2 , . . . , Idt)
D̂1 = diag(1Id1 ,2Id2 , . . . , tIdt)
D̂2 = diag((t + 1)Id1 , (t + 2)Id2 , . . . ,2tIdt)
⋮
and
Âξ ∶=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A11∶ξ . . . A1t∶ξ
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
At1∶ξ . . . Att∶ξ
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
with Aij∶ξ ∶= ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Aαij∶ξ if ξ ⩽mij ,
0 if ξ >mij . (30)
Let us prove that (21) holds for every two complex matrix representations
A and B of Q.
Ô⇒. Let A and B be ☆unitarily isometric; that is, (15) holds for some
☆unitary matrices U1, . . . , Ut. Then MQ(B) = U−1MQ(A)U with
U ∶= diag(U1, . . . , Ut; . . . ;U1, . . . , Ut).
⇐Ô. Suppose that MQ(A)U = UMQ(B) with a ☆unitary matrix U . Par-
tition U into (r + 2)2 blocks Uij conformally to (29). Equating the blocks
of MQ(A)U and UMQ(B) along the block diagonals starting from the lower
left corner, we find that U is upper block triangular. Since U is ☆unitary, U
is block diagonal; that is, it has the form U = diag(U (1), . . . , U (r+2)). Since
D̂iU (i) = U (i)D̂i, each U (i) is block diagonal too: U (i) = diag(U (i)1 , . . . , U (i)t ).
Equating the blocks of MQ(A)U and UMQ(B) at the places of Îd, we find
that U (1) = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = U (r+2), and so
U = diag(U1, . . . , Ut; U1, . . . , Ut; . . . ;U1, . . . , Ut),
in which every Ui is a di × di ☆unitary matrix. The equalities
Âξ diag(U1, . . . , Ut) = diag(U1, . . . , Ut)B̂ξ, ξ = 1, . . . , r(r + 1)/2
ensure that Aαij∶ξUj = UiBαij∶ξ for each arrow αij∶ξ ∶ j Ð→ i of Q, and so the
complex matrix representations A and B are ☆unitarily isometric. The proof
of Lemma 2 is complete.
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Remark 1. A matrix that is simpler than (26) can be constructed for most
concrete quivers. For example, Section 4.1.1 shows that the matrix
M(x) ∶=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 0 0 xα xβ
0 2 0 1 0 xγ 0
0 0 3 0 1 xδ xζ
0 0 0 4 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 5 xε 1
0 0 0 0 0 6 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 7
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
can be used in Lemma 2 instead of (28).
Remark 2. A quiver is unitarily wild if the problem of classifying its unitary
representations contains the problem of classifying unitary representations of
the quiver rý; that is, it contains the problem of classifying square complex
matrices up to unitary similarity. By Lemma 2, the problem of classifying
unitary representations of each quiver is contained in the problem of classi-
fying unitary representations of the quiver rý. Therefore, the problems of
classifying unitary representations have the same complexity for all unitarily
wild quivers. Moreover, a classification of unitary representations of any of
them would imply the classification of unitary representations of each quiver.
By [17, Section 2.3], all connected quivers are unitarily wild, except for the
simplest quivers r and rÐ→ r. The notion of unitarily wild matrix problems
is analogous to the notion of wild matrix problems: a matrix problem is wild
if it contains the problem of classifying matrix pairs up to similarity. By [2],
the latter problem contains the problem of classifying representations of an
arbitrary quiver and an arbitrary partially ordered set.
4.2 Proof of Theorem 1
(a) Let A = (Aα,Uv) and B = (Bα,Vv) be two ☆unitary representations of a
quiver Q with vertices 1, . . . , t (see Definition 1).
Ô⇒. Let A and B be isometric; that is, there exist isometries ϕ1 ∶ U1 →
V1, . . . , ϕt ∶ Ut → Vt such that ϕvAα = Bαϕu for each arrow α ∶ u Ð→ v. Let
π ∶ v1
γℓ
::oo
γ1
v2 oo
γ2
⋯ vℓ
γℓ−1oo , ℓ ⩾ 1
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be a cycle in Q̃ (thus, each γi is either αi or α˚i , where αi is an arrow of Q).
Then
trace Ã(π) = trace (Ãγ1Ãγ2⋯Ãγℓ)= trace (ϕ−1v1 B̃γ1ϕv2 ⋅ ϕ−1v2 B̃γ2ϕv3⋯ϕ−1vℓ B̃γℓϕv1)= trace (ϕ−1v1 B̃γ1B̃γ2⋯B̃γℓϕv1)= trace (B̃γ1B̃γ2⋯B̃γℓ) = trace B̃(π).
⇐Ô. Let
trace Ã(π) = trace B̃(π) for each oriented cycle π in Q̃. (31)
Choosing orthonormal bases in the spaces of representations A and B, we
obtain two matrix representations A and B of Q. By Lemma 2, it suffices
to prove that the matrices MQ(A) and MQ(B) are ☆unitarily similar. Due
to Specht’s criterion [19] for complex matrices under unitary similarity and
its generalization by Jing [9] to complex matrices under complex orthogonal
similarity (see Section 1), MQ(A) and MQ(B) are ☆unitarily similar if and
only if
tracew(MQ(A),MQ(A)☆) = tracew(MQ(B),MQ(B)☆)
for every word w(x, y).
Let us consider the matrix
W (A) = [Wij(A)]r+2i,j=1 ∶= w(MQ(A),MQ(A)☆)
that is partitioned into (r + 2)2 blocks as (29). Since
traceW (A) = traceW11(A) + traceW22(A) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + traceWr+2,r+2(A),
it suffices to prove that
traceWℓℓ(A) = traceWℓℓ(B) for all ℓ = 1, . . . , r + 2.
Each Wℓℓ(A) is a linear combination of products of blocks of the form 0,
D̂i, Âj, and Â
☆
k in W (A). Thus, it suffices to prove that
trace v(D̂1, . . . , D̂r+2; Â1, . . . , Âρ; Â☆1 , . . . , Â☆ρ )= trace v(D̂1, . . . , D̂r+2; B̂1, . . . , B̂ρ; B̂☆1 , . . . , B̂☆ρ )
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for each word
v(x1, . . . , xr+2; y1, . . . , yρ; z1, . . . , zρ), ρ ∶= r(r + 1)/2.
Let us consider the matrix
V (A) = [Vij(A)]ti,j=1 ∶= v(D̂1, . . . , D̂r+2; Â1, . . . , Âρ; Â☆1 , . . . , Â☆ρ )
that is partitioned into t horizontal strips and t vertical strips of sizes
d1, . . . , dt (as the blocks of (30)). Since
traceV (A) = traceV11(A) + traceV22(A) + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + traceVtt(A),
it suffices to prove that
traceVll(A) = traceVll(B) for all l = 1, . . . , t.
Each nonzero Vll(A) is a linear combination of products of the form
A
(ε1)
li2∶ξ1
A
(ε2)
i2i3∶ξ2
A
(ε3)
i3i4∶ξ3
⋯A
(εk)
ikl∶ξk
, (32)
in which k ⩾ 1, i2, . . . , ik ∈ {1, . . . , t}, ε1, . . . , εk ∈ {1,☆}, and
A
(ε)
ij∶ξ ∶= ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Aij∶ξ if ε = 1
A☆
ji∶ξ if ε =☆ (compare with (20)).
We must prove that
trace (A(ε1)li2∶ξ1A
(ε2)
i2i3∶ξ2
A
(ε3)
i3i4∶ξ3
⋯B
(εk)
ikl∶ξk
)
= trace (B(ε1)li2∶ξ1B(ε2)i2i3∶ξ2B(ε3)i3i4∶ξ3⋯B(εk)ikl∶ξk) . (33)
For each natural number n, let [n] ∈ {1,2, . . . , t} be the vertex of Q such
that [n] ≡ n (mod t). The matrices of the product (32) define the complex
matrix representation
d[l]
A
(εk)
ikl∶ξk
44oo
A
(ε1)
li2 ∶ξ1
d[i2]
oo
A
(ε2)
i2i3 ∶ξ2
⋯ d[ik]
A
(εk−1)
ik−1ik ∶ξk−1oo
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of the oriented cycle
[l]
α
(εk)
ikl∶ξk
44oo
α
(ε1)
li2 ∶ξ1 [i2] oo
α
(ε2)
i2i3 ∶ξ2
⋯ [ik]
α
(εk−1)
ik−1ik ∶ξk−1oo
in Q̃, in which α(1) ∶= α and α(☆) ∶= α⋆ for every arrow α of Q.
The equality (33) holds by (31), which proves the statement (a) in The-
orem 1.
(b) The bound (12) holds since the matrix (29) is of size n × n, in which
n = (r + 2)(d1 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + dt).
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